## Chicken Challenge Rules:

* If you meet a smiling egg spin
* If you meet a confused egg run like crazy
* If you meet a crying egg turn around
* If you are a pig in the chicken coup: exit and play again
* **Allowed Codes:**
  - Turbo
  - Go Left
  - Go Straight
  - Go Right
  - Line Jump Straight
  - U Turn
  - Spin
  - Tornado
  - Slow
  - Win/Exit (Play Again)
**Piggy Challenge Rules:**
- If you are the cutest pig, keep on CRUISE-ing along
- If you are running from a wolf it is END OF GAME
- If you meet a cooking pig: SPIN – bacon for breakfast
- If you are a pirate pig: ZIG ZAG – and say “Ahoy”
- If you get caught just wearing underpants: run away FAST
- If you are a pig in mud: WIN/EXIT and play again

**Allowed Codes:**
- Turbo
- Go Left
- Go Straight
- Go Right
- Line Jump Straight
- U Turn
- Spin
- Tornado
- Slow
- Win/Exit (Play Again)